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Abstract 
The uint of the presen t paper is to propose a contrastive f reework  f ~ r  the 
comparison of the explicit signaling of premise-conclusion sequences 
between English and Spunisl~. It is argued that in order for contrastive 
unalyses *f'these kind of phenomena to be vulid and useful for applied fiel&, 
greufer levc~ls of precision ure needed  han those found in some previous 
studies. The model first dejines the constunis of the comparison: explicit 
premise-conclusion intersententiul relurions (PQISRs). Then it seeks to 
determine the variables 01' the study in rlte search for direrences or 
similarities. Both the textuul plane and the interpersonalplane of the explicit 
signaling of PQlSRs are considered. The nlodel is then applied to two 
purallel corpora of reseurch articles (RAS) on business and economics, 
36 RAS being in English und 36 in Spanish. The results show that both 
lunguuge groups seem to tnake PQISRs explicit with similar frequency. I n  
uddition, they use similar textual reulizations for expressing PQISRF. 
Moreover, those textual strategies appear to be similarly distributed, except 
j¿or anaphoric integrated sigttuls. On rhe interpersonal level, however, some 
interesting differences are found in the distribution of use of the various 
hedging strategies availuble in both languages. Some implications are 
discussed 
Keyword.~: contrastive anulysis; cohesive devices; hedging; premise- 
conclusion sequences; acaclemic di.~course. 
1. Introduction 
The idea that the rhetorical structures of texts in different languages might 
vary greatly, and that such variation should be taken into account in 
languagc-tcaching programs, has received considerable attention since it 
was first proposed by Kaplan (1966). The two principal questions raised 




















